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1. Introduction
The emerging pervasive information and computational
Grid is enabling a new generation of autonomic applications that continuously interact with their environments
and with each other to monitor, adapt and optimize their
execution. However, supporting these context-aware selfmanaging applications in widely distributed, heterogeneous
and highly dynamic Grid environments requires suitable
and effective coordination middleware services. This poster
presents the architecture and operation of Rudder, a rulebased adaptive multi-agent infrastructure for supporting
autonomic applications in pervasive Grid environments.
Speciﬁcally, Rudder enables dynamic composition and coordination of autonomic components to manage changing
application requirements and system context. The design
builds on three basic concepts: (1) software agents that dynamically deﬁne, deploy and execute rules to achieve self* behaviors, operating within ﬂexible organizational structures while being situated in the dynamic pervasive Grid environments [1]; (2) composition rules dynamically enabling
application workﬂows, which can be executed using autonomic components; (3) a decentralized reactive tuple-space
can scalably support agent coordination, execution of composition rules and creation of application workﬂows in Grid
environments. The operation of Rudder is illustrated using
an autonomic oil reservoir optimization application.

2. Architecture
Rudder is a key component of project AutoMate [2] and
provides the coordination infrastructure for Accord programming framework [3]. A conceptual overview of the
∗
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Figure 1. A conceptual overview of Rudder
architecture.

architecture is shown in Figure 1. In this ﬁgure, a hierarchy of context-aware software agents coordinate with each
other using the decentralized reactive tuple-space, and enable self-management and dynamic composition of autonomic components.
Rudder agent framework consists of three types of
context-aware peer agents: Component Agents (CA), System Agents (SA), and Composition Agents (CSA). CAs
and SAs exist as system services while CSAs are transient and generated to satisfy speciﬁc application requirements. CAs dynamically conﬁgure and deploy autonomic components, manage their life cycles, and
provide them with uniform access to middleware services (e.g., transaction, security, and persistence). SAs
monitor, schedule and adaptively optimize physical resource utilization, such as CPU and disk. They are
embedded within resource units (e.g., computer, cluster, data archive). CSAs deﬁne workﬂow-selection and
component-selection rules based on application requirements. They use workﬂow-selection rules to choose a
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workﬂow plan to enact, derive task-ordering rules and insert them as reactive tuples into the tuple-space. Using
component-selection rules, CSAs discover registered autonomic components, and then select the appropriate
ones.
Agents interact with each other using a decentralized reactive tuple-space, in which the space behaviors can be programmed by means of reactions to standard communication
events. Agents communicate, interact, and control the behavior of the tuple-space by associatively reading, writing
or removing tuples. The reactive tuple-space provides powerful abstractions, since agent coordination laws can be embedded in it as programs for coordinating agent interactions.
It also provides mechanisms for dynamically deﬁning, modifying, and forwarding rules to relevant peer agents.

Figure 2. Autonomic composition and execution of AORO.

3. Rudder Operation

4. Conclusion

The operation of Rudder is illustrated using an autonomic oil reservoir optimization application (AORO) [4]
(shown in Figure 2). The goal of AORO is to maximize revenue from an oil ﬁeld by optimizing the placement and conﬁgurations of oil wells. In this application, autonomic composition engine (ACE) [5] generates application workﬂows
to satisfy the application objectives. The following workﬂows are dynamically deﬁned: (1) the optimization service
provides the IPARS reservoir simulator with an initial guess
of well parameters based on the conﬁguration of the oil
ﬁeld; (2) IPARS uses the well parameters along with current market parameters to periodically compute the current
revenue using an Economic Model (EM) service; and (3)
IPARS iteratively interacts with the optimization service to
optimize well parameters for the maximum proﬁt. Based on
these workﬂows, three composition agents are instantiated
for the EM, Optimizer, and IPARS respectively. The CSAs
dynamically discover the appropriate autonomic components with desired functionality and cost/performance properties using AutoMate discovery service. The CSAs then
coordinate with the CAs which are associated with these
components via the decentralized tuple-space to accomplish
oil reservoir optimization.
Autonomic optimization in the application is achieved
through the agent autonomous behaviors. The agents adaptively conﬁgure and compose components, tune system parameters to achieve application objectives. Each CA monitors and manages the execution of its component, while the
CSAs proactively search and select available components
and resources to satisfy current application objectives. For
example, the Optimizer CSA selects the most appropriate
one from a suite of available optimization components (currently VFSA and SPSA) to optimize the application according to the current objective of the application. Similarly, the
SAs monitor the runtime utilization of the resource and dynamically balance the workload.

Rudder provides a rule-based multi-agent infrastructure
to support autonomic applications in Grid environments.
Distributed peer agents provide the mechanism to enable
dynamic composition by deﬁning and enabling workﬂows
at runtime. A scalable decentralized reactive tuple-space infrastructure provides the coordination layer for agent interactions. Rudder is currently in a prototype stage and is used
to enable autonomic oil reservoir optimization.
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